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Abstract
Despite the rapid growth of the cyber insurance market in recent years, insurance companies in this area face several chal-
lenges, such as a lack of data, a shortage of automated tasks, increased fraudulent claims from legal policyholders, attackers
masquerading as legal policyholders, and insurance companies becoming targets of cybersecurity attacks due to the abundance
of data they store. On top of that, there is a lack of Know Your Customer procedures. To address these challenges, in this
article, we present INCHAIN, an innovative architecture that utilizes Blockchain technology to provide data transparency
and traceability. The backbone of the architecture is complemented by Smart Contracts, which automate cyber insurance
processes, and Self-Sovereign Identity for robust identification. The effectiveness of INCHAIN’s architecture is compared
with the literature against the challenges the cyber insurance industry faces. In a nutshell, our approach presents a significant
advancement in the field of cyber insurance, as it effectively combats the issue of fraudulent claims and ensures proper
customer identification and authentication. Overall, this research demonstrates a novel and effective solution to the complex
problem of managing cyber insurance, providing a solid foundation for future developments in the field.
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1 Introduction

The increasing shift toward the digital realm raises concerns
about cybersecurity attacks, which can lead to substantial
financial losses for corporations, amounting to millions or
even hundreds of millions of dollars. However, the conse-
quences of these attacks go beyond finances, posing risks
to critical infrastructure, social cohesion, and mental health.
Therefore, prioritizing effective cybersecurity measures is
crucial to mitigate such risks. Recently, large-scale cyberse-
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curity attacks rank third on the list of global threats [1]. Cyber
insurance is the primary method for transferring insured
financial risks and losses associated to networks and com-
puters caused by cybersecurity incidents to a third party
[2, 3]. As a product, cyber insurance can aid policyhold-
ers (PHs), encompassing both organizations and individuals,
in mitigating the risks associated with cybersecurity threats.
Nonetheless, the market for cyber insurance is currently at a
pivotal moment, with significant implications for both Insur-
ance Companys (ICs) and PHs.

ICs, on the one hand, are having trouble making a
profit due to the growing number of claims and increasing
expenses. First and foremost, this relates to the cyber insur-
ance Fraudulent Claims and Identity Theft challenges.While
the former occurs when dishonest PHs submit many claims
for the same cybersecurity incidentwith several ICs, the latter
happens when attackers masquerade as eligible PHs to sub-
mit false claims and steal the identity of others. Moreover,
ICs have only a few years’ worth of data to operate without
having access to reliable data on their PHs’ assets and secu-
rity measures [4]. That rises from the Lack of Data (i.e., ICs
do not have access to accurate data regarding PHs’ assets,
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revenue amount, type of processed data, security controls,
and frequency of cybersecurity incidents) and Lack of Know
Your Customer (i.e., ICs lack methods to gather PHs’ accu-
rate data and monitor their behavior) challenges. In addition,
ICs become a natural target for cyber attacks as they possess
substantial amounts of confidential PH data. That is directly
related to the Loss of Sensitive Data challenge.

On the other hand, PHs have raised concerns not only
from existing ICs but also from prominent ones. According
to SOPHOS’ 2022 report, 47% of the respondents noted that
current policies are more complicated, which is attributed
to the challenge of Information Asymmetry [5]. This occurs
when there is an imbalance between two negotiating parties
in their knowledge of relevant factors and details. Addition-
ally, 37% of the respondents claimed that cyber insurance
procedures take an extended period, which is linked to the
Lack of Automated Tasks challenge. This happens because
cyber insurance processes are often performed manually and
are outdated, making them time-consuming.

The problems and challenges mentioned earlier have been
encountered in numerous cybersecurity attacks. In 2017,
Merck was hit by the NotPetya malware, resulting in a loss
of more than $1.4B.Merck had $1.75B in property insurance
and believed it would cover the costs caused by NotPetya.
However, their IC rejected the claim because NotPetya was
considered an act of war, and the insurance policy did not
cover it [6, 7]. This indicates a misunderstanding regarding
the coverage provided by the purchased insurance. Further-
more, LLOYD’S report presented the Shen attack scenario
[8]. It is a hypothetical cyber attack on ports across the Asia
Pacific, targeting the maritime supply chain, infecting 15
ports, and resulting in estimated losses of $110B. The report
demonstrates that the global economy is unprepared for such
an attack, with 92% of the total economic costs being unin-
sured.

Based on the above statements and established facts, our
research aims to address the following questions:

RQ1: Which are the main insurability challenges?
RQ2: Which are the primary stakeholders and processes

of cyber insurance, and how do they interact to
accomplish the goal of cyber insurance?

RQ3: How does the literature address existing cyber
insurance challenges with Blockchain and Smart
Contracts?

In general, a thriving cyber insurance market should bene-
fit all parties involved. Consequently, as the market for cyber
insurance becomes increasingly complex, it becomes imper-
ative to revise and adapt cyber insurance products to meet
evolving demands and ensure that all stakeholders reap max-
imum benefits [9]. Rather than treating cyber insurance as a

mere commodity in a soft market, it should be viewed as a
means of protecting the balance sheet. In this respect, cyber
insurance should be regarded as the last resort to mitigate
losses in the event of a catastrophic cybersecurity incident.

In this article, we summarize the challenges in cyber insur-
ance and introduce our innovative architecture, INCHAIN,
which addresses these issues and ensures security, fairness,
trust, and interoperability among all participating entities.
Our work is built on well-established technologies that
are assembled into a novel architecture. The backbone of
our proposed architecture is Blockchain, providing data
transparency, traceability, and fostering applications for the
evolution of cyber insurance. INCHAIN includes two appli-
cations: Smart Contracts and Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI).
Smart Contracts equip INCHAIN with automated tasks
and requirements that bind participating entities, while SSI
enables data minimization, robust identification, data inter-
operability, portability, controllability, decentralization, and
transaction transparency. Our proposed architecture provides
a viable solution to the rigid cyber insurance ecosystem by
proving the benefits and demonstrating how it can address
these challenges.
In summary, we make the following main contribution:

– We provide a comprehensive overview of the challenges
plaguing the cyber insurance ecosystem.

– We conduct an in-depth analysis of existing research that
leverages Blockchain and Smart Contracts to address the
cyber insurance challenges.

– We propose a novel and comprehensive architecture,
titled INCHAIN, that integrates Blockchain, Smart Con-
tracts, and SSI technologies to tackle the challenges the
cyber insurance industry faces.

– We evaluate the efficacy of our proposed architecture,
analyzing its suitability for integration within the cyber
insurance ecosystem and assessing its ability to address
the identified cyber insurance challenges compared to
existing research incorporating Blockchain and Smart
Contracts.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows.
Section2 presents related work, summarizes cyber insur-
ance challenges, and analyzes candidate technologies used
in the proposed architecture. Section3 elaborates on cyber
insurance stakeholders, applied processes, and the proposed
INCHAIN architecture, including involved operations. Next,
Sect. 4 examines how INCHAIN meets cyber insurance
processes, holistically addresses identified challenges, and
compares INCHAIN with other works. Section5 discusses
the limitations of this paper and proposes directions for future
work. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes the paper.
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Table 1 Table of acronyms

Acronym Definition

CIB Cyber insurance broker

DID Decentralized identifier

IC Insurance company

NCSA National Cyber Security Authority

PH Policyholder

PHI Protected health information

PII Personal identifiable information

SSI Self-sovereign identity

VC Verifiable credential

2 Background

This section first provides an overview of the acronyms used
throughout the paper. It then delves into previous research on
cyber insurance that utilizesBlockchain andSmartContracts,
outlines the challenges faced in cyber insurance, and analyzes
the selected technologies that form the basis of the proposed
architecture.

2.1 Acronyms

This paper employs several acronyms to refer to specific
terms and concepts. We have included a table of acronyms
to ensure clarity and avoid confusion. Table 1 offers a com-
prehensive list of all the acronyms used in this paper, along
with their corresponding definitions. We encourage readers
to consult this table whenever encountering an unfamiliar
acronym in the text, as it will provide a quick reference to
its meaning. By using acronyms judiciously and including
a table for easy reference, we aim to make our paper more
accessible and comprehensible to readers while maintaining
the requisite technical terminology for our research.

2.2 Related work

Franco et al. [10] introduced SaCI, a Blockchain-based
approach that enhances trust and automation in the inter-
action between the PH and its IC. Their approach utilizes
Smart Contracts to handlemultiple aspects of the cyber insur-
ance process. These contracts facilitate premium payments,
contract updates, damage coverage requests, dispute reso-
lutions, and contract information and integrity verification.
The authors evaluated the effectiveness of SaCI through a
proof of concept in dispute cases. SaCI is implemented on
the Ethereum network, where each Smart Contract function
incurs a gas fee. To further support this endeavor, Lepoint
et al. [11] proposed BlockCIS, a dynamic cyber insurance
system that collects data on the PH’s information technology

and computer infrastructure. These data are used for tailored
risk assessment and attack surface identification. Third par-
ties and auditors can access the collected data for analyses
and actions. BlockCIS is developed on top of the Hyper-
ledger Fabric, eliminating fees for executing Smart Contract
functions.

Vakilinia et al. [12] presented a Blockchain-based cyber
insurance crowdfunding framework on the Ethereum net-
work. This framework involves four participants: Vendor,
Customer, Auditor, and Insurance Company. The insurance
process beginswith the vendor requesting insurance services.
Interested insurers then participate in a sealed-bid auction,
submitting their preferred premium for the insurance ser-
vice. The auction winners are selected to provide insurance
coverage. In case of an indemnity request, an auditor verifies
its validity. The authors implemented the proposed system on
the Ethereum Blockchain, resulting in gas fees. The devel-
oped Smart Contract handles crowdfunding initialization,
bidding, wrapping, and reimbursement.

Xu et al. [13] enhanced the time efficiency of crowd-
sourcing tasks in Blockchain applications. The proposed
framework reveals its robustness through three different
time-relative tasks: (i) time-sensitive, (i i) slightly time-
sensitive, and (i i i) time-insensitive. Automation of tasks in
reimbursement issues is achievedwithin this framework. The
authors developed the framework on the Ethereum network,
where each Smart Contract function incurs a gas fee. The
Smart Contract handles various actions, including bidding,
cyber insurance creation, and reimbursement.

The SECONDO project [14] introduces a dedicated plat-
form for the assessment and effective management of cyber
risks, adopting a quantitative approach that considers both
technical and non-technical parameters, such as user behav-
ior, which influence cyber exposure. It aims to address
information asymmetry between the insured and the insurer
while providing analysis for efficient risk management by
recommending optimal investments in cybersecurity con-
trols [15]. The project determines residual risks, estimates
cyber insurance premiums based on the IC’s business strat-
egy, and eliminates information asymmetry between the PH
and the IC [16]. To securely store data on the effectiveness
of implemented cybersecurity controls, SECONDO integrates
the Blockchain technology and utilizes Smart Contracts
embedded in the distributed ledger. These Smart Contracts
automate agreement processing, notify the ICs and PHswhen
an agreement is bound, and facilitate premium and commis-
sion payments.

Blockchain has been employed in various insurance-
related business cases. Loukil et al. [17] proposed CioSy, a
collaborative blockchain-based insurance system that mon-
itors and processes insurance transactions. It utilizes smart
contracts for claims handling, payments, and validation, and
is built on top of the Ethereum, resulting in gas fees for its
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operations. Kumar et al. [18] presented FLAME, a trusted
fire brigade service and insurance claim framework that uti-
lizes blockchain to offer immediate fire brigade services and
prevent insurance fraud. The authors provided the architec-
ture and functionality of FLAME, where smart contracts
automate the processes related to fire brigade services and
insurance claims. The prototype has been implemented on
the Hyperledger Besu Blockchain, using the Istanbul Byzan-
tine Fault Tolerance 2.0 consensus protocol.

Yadav et al. [19] proposed a blockchain framework for
vehicle insurance to streamline the reporting of accidents
and filing of insurance claims. The framework is developed
on top of the Hyperledger Fabric to store information about
vehicles, owners, and insurance. Efficient querying of this
blockchain requires specific participants, assets, and trans-
actions. The consensus algorithm identifies invalid claims if
a transaction request contains an error. Karmakar et al. [20]
proposed ChainSure, an Ethereum blockchain-based frame-
work empowered with TOPSIS and smart contracts, which
provides an automated, tamper-proof, transparent, and scal-
able system fulfilling themajor functional blocks in amedical
insurance environment.ChainSure using theTOPSISmethod
allows users to find an insurance policy that best suits their
needs. ChainSure has also gas fees.

In essence, the utilization of Blockchain and Smart Con-
tracts within the insurance ecosystem has been already
proposed in previous works focusing on various insurance
sectors including but not limited healthcare insurance, cyber
insurance and vehicle insurance. The works [10–14] have
utilized Blockchain and Smart Contracts in business cases
dedicated to cyber insurance. However, and to the best of our
knowledge, SSI has not been integrated by any existing work
in the literature. So far, Blockchain-based cyber insurance
systems assist ICs in devising tailored insurance premiums,
while PHs can validate that a cybersecurity incident is cov-
ered in the insurance policy, and perform transactions related
to claims’ handling with minimal effort and delays.

2.3 Challenges

Cyber insurance is a hybrid ecosystem combining features
fromclassic insurance and information technology and inher-
its challenges from both sectors. The existing literature
analysis has identified numerous challenges the cyber insur-
ance ecosystem faces, which we present below. We tackle
here the first research question (RQ1—Which are the main
insurability challenges?).

CH1—Lack of data The cyber insurance ecosystem requires
plenty of data to perform an accurate cybersecurity risk
assessment and a fair premium calculation. In particular,
the data needed is the following. The historical data for
their potential PHs to identify future cyber-attacks [21]. The

data from the PH’s industry (e.g., healthcare, information,
finance) that can reveal a set of asset vulnerabilities and
the frequency of a cybersecurity incident occurrence. The
general cybersecurity data related to information systems
(i.e., network, operating systems, information security man-
agement system), processes, and human resources for the
specific PH. Sadly, ICs do not share their collected data with
others due to technical and legal obstacles, as well lack of
trust in such a competitive market.

CH2—Lack of automated tasks All processes between ICs
and their PHs require manual operations and labor, which
are highly time-consuming [14, 22]. The most critical pro-
cesses, the claim’s submission and validation, are the most
time-consuming and drawn-out ones; ICs have to process the
claim, verify the cybersecurity incident, and decide whether
the PH qualifies for reimbursement.

CH3—Fraudulent claims The most important risk of an
insurance agency is the fraudulent actions by PHs [23, 24],
which insure their cyber assets at many ICs. This approach
allows a dishonest PH to make multiple claims to different
ICs for the same cybersecurity incident or split the claims
and over-represent losses from the same one [25].

CH4—Identity theft Attackers submit false claims mas-
querading eligible PHs to an IC utilizing various social
engineering techniques, including but not limited to phishing
attacks and stealing the personal information of PHs [13, 26,
27]. Remarkably, this challenge originated from ineligible
PHs.

CH5—Loss of sensitive data ICs store the gathered data
becoming vulnerable to cybersecurity attacks that aim to
copy, alter, or delete them [28, 29]. These are personal data,
including the PH’s revenue, its assets inventory, its answers to
risk assessment questionnaires that prove vulnerability exis-
tence, and a set of scanned paper credentials. Data breaches
in ICs can expose PHs’ personal data that can be used for
various cybersecurity attacks (i.e., masquerade). Therefore,
rigid data storing methods by ICs inhibit the expansion of
the cyber insurance market. Apart from that, PHs may also
be targeted by malevolent attacking groups that pretend to
be legal ICs to steal their sensitive data and perform illegal
actions.

CH6—Know your customer This challenge includes the
actions that ICs follow to verify the identity of PHs and
monitor their behavior before and during the life of the cyber
insurance contract. ICs request that PHs provide detailed and
updated information about their businesses. The existing ver-
ificationmethods are costly and time-consuming. In addition,
the quality of the collected data may be inaccurate, leading
ICs to draw the wrong conclusions for them [30, 31].

CH7—Information asymmetry It refers to a market situa-
tion in which one party has insufficient information about
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the other party, leading to market failure [32]. Information
asymmetry is directly connected tomoral hazard and adverse
selection. On the one hand, moral hazard occurs when the PH
gets involved in a risky event knowing its protection against
the risk and the IC will pay the cost [2, 33, 34]. That means
one of the parties (usually the PH) accepts a deal to change its
behavior after a deal ismade. This happenswhen it believes it
will not have to face the negative consequences of its actions.
On the other hand, adverse selection occurs when the PH
conceals its high-risk exposure from the IC before the cyber
insurance contract [2, 33, 35]. That means one of the two par-
ties has more accurate or different information than the other
before they reach an agreement. This puts the less knowl-
edgeable party at a disadvantage because it is more difficult
for it to assess the risk of the deal. Overall, this ultimately
leads to an inefficient outcome and a lower quality of goods
and services in the market.

Apart from the challenges above, others, such as Inter-
dependent and Correlated Risks, and Premium Calculation,
have been studied and addressed. Regarding the Interde-
pendent and Correlated Risks, they are created during the
cybersecurity risk assessment due to the connectivity of
information assets of a PH with other assets on an exter-
nal network [36, 37]. As for the Premium Calculation, their
existing formulas are static and unable to adopt technological
changes to reduce the overpricing of cyber insurance [38]. On
the contrary, the present work avoids getting involved with
the aforementioned cyber insurance challenges (i.e., Inter-
dependent and Correlated Risks, and Premium Calculation)
since these cannot be addressed with the existing character-
istics of Blockchain, Smart Contracts, and SSI (technologies
that comprise the proposed cyber insurance architecture, see
Sect. 2.4).

2.4 Candidate technologies

At this point, we present the technological pillars of the pro-
posed cyber insurance architecture. These jointly provide a
robust solution for the cyber insurance ecosystem and ana-
lyze why the proposed architecture integrates them. Also, the
proposed architecture has been designed on the grounds of
well-established technologies (i.e., Blockchain, Smart Con-
tracts, and SSI) with proven security properties.

2.4.1 Blockchain

Blockchain lies in the concept of distributed ledgers that
assist in making a log of any asset’s history that cannot be
altered and is transparent for all involved entities to check
[39]. Blockchain is the crux of the proposed architecture,
not as a stakeholder but as a network. It will not only
enable trust, security, transparency, and the traceability of
data shared across a business network, but it will also create

a fertile surface for applications that will support the cyber
insurance processes. The proposed cyber insurance architec-
ture takes advantage of the following Blockchain features
[40]: (i) immutability, (i i) distribution, (i i i) decentraliza-
tion, (iv) secure records, (v) consensus, and (vi) unanimity.

2.4.2 Smart contracts

A Smart Contract is a contract between two or more
Blockchain nodes [41]. They are programs stored within a
Blockchain that respond to certain events encoded within
the contract. In essence, they are responsible for automat-
ing the execution of an agreement so that its participants
remain assured of the outcome without any intermediary’s
intervention. Smart Contracts follow the “if/when...
then...” statements and can automate a workflow by
triggering an upcoming action when predetermined condi-
tions are met. When these conditions are met and verified,
the Blockchain nodes execute the actions and update the
Blockchain. Therefore, the transaction is immutable. Thus,
only nodes with the right permissions can see the results.
The proposed cyber insurance architecture takes advantage
of the followingSmartContracts features [42]: (i) agreement,
(i i) speed, (i i i) automation, (iv) security, and (v) records
management.

2.4.3 Self-sovereign identity

Self-sovereign identity [43, 44], also known as SSI, is a
decentralized identity management system. It allows indi-
viduals or organizations to own and manage their digital
identities. In addition, SSI facilitates the practice of selective
attribute disclosure as a means of reducing the disclosure of
personal data. Furthermore, it offers privacy-preserving char-
acteristics such as anonymity and unlinkability. With SSI, no
central authority maintains possession of users’ data, elim-
inating the need to pass it on to others upon request. The
user carries its data, and due to the underlying cryptography
and distributed ledger technology, it can make claims about
its identity, which others can verify with cryptographic cer-
tainty.

By utilizing SSI, cyber insurance stakeholders can
exchange verifiable data in an automated and privacy-
preserving manner. This approach helps prevent the leakage
of private information and saves time by eliminating the need
for manual data verification processes. At the heart of SSI lie
the Verifiable Credentials (VCs). W3C published a formal
recommendation of VCs and defined them as tamper-evident
credentials with authorship that can be cryptographically
verified [45]. VCs are interoperable and support selective
disclosure of its user’s information. In general, the engaged
participants in SSI are an issuer, a user (the one who owns
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the VCs), and a verifier. The SSI is comprised of two basic
functionalities: (i) VC Issuance and (i i) VC Verification.

The first functionality is the VC Issuance, where the user
(acting as the holder) acquires a VC from the issuer. VC
consists of tamper-evident claims and metadata that crypto-
graphically prove its issuer [45]. Claims represent a holder’s
statements (e.g., the number of past data breaches). Each VC
is issued on its holder’s and issuer’s Decentralized Identifiers
(DIDs) and has the role of a public key. A DID is a globally
unique persistent identifier that consists of a string of letters
and numbers and is directly correlated with a pair of public
and secret keys. The private key allows the user to access and
manage its data. The user should be the only one who knows
the private key, which should never be shared with anyone
else. Regarding DIDs, the private key allows users to prove
ownership and grant permission to share specific data. On the
other side, Blockchain stores the public key associated with
the DID of the VC’s issuer public key and is safely shared
with anyone to send and receive data. A digital identity wal-
let securely stores the issued VCs [46]; it is the place (e.g., a
mobile app)where holders keep their VCs [47]. These cannot
be hosted only within smartphones; some implementations
support their host within trusted computers [48–50].

The second functionality is the VC Verification, in which
the user (acting as the prover)must demonstrate possession of
accurate attributes to the verifier without necessarily reveal-
ing the values contained within them. This is accomplished
using zero-knowledge proofs and establishing that the corre-
sponding user is, in fact, in control of the presented identity.
To verify the authenticity of the VC, the verifier shall check
the Blockchain to see its issuer (i.e., DID of the VC’s issuer)
without having to contact the issuer. When presenting a VC,
the user can select which claims to disclose and which to
conceal. In addition, SSI achieves unlinkability as the user
employs a distinct DID for each presentation.

SSI is built on top of Blockchain and equips the proposed
cyber insurance ecosystemwith trust among the participants,
instant exchangeddata verification, robust identification, data
minimization, interoperability, portability, controllability,
decentralization, and transaction transparency. The proposed
cyber insurance architecture integrates the SSI due to its fol-
lowing features [43]: (i) less personal data management,
(i i) transparency, (i i i) interoperability, (iv) decentralized
identity management, and (v) instant verification.

3 The cyber insurance concept

This section outlines the fundamental stakeholders and pro-
cesses that constitute the existing cyber insurance ecosystem
while analyzing the participants and operations of the pro-
posed architecture, called INCHAIN, designed to tackle
cyber insurance challenges.

3.1 Definition, stakeholders, and processes

Here, we address the third research question (RQ3—Which
are the basic stakeholders, processes of cyber insurance,
and how do they interact to accomplish the goal of cyber
insurance?). The essential stakeholders in cyber insurance
are further elaborated below [33, 51, 52]. In a nutshell, a
PH is a holder of cyber insurance and a customer to an
IC. The latter is a stakeholder responsible for selling cyber
insurance policies to potential PHs, investigating a cyber-
security incident, and auditing whether the PHs comply
with the cyber insurance policies and have implemented the
indicated cybersecurity countermeasures [23]. Additionally,
Cyber Insurance Brokers (CIBs) perform market research
and bring the most suitable contracts to their PHs. We ana-
lyze the identified cyber insurance processes below:
CIP1—Market research A CIB aims to find advantageous
cyber insurance contracts for its PHs [52]. The latter knows its
cybersecurity exposure and has already identified the cyber-
security risks; technical measurements will address some of
them [15, 49, 53] and cyber insurance contracts will cover
them in a cybersecurity incident. During this phase, the CIB
thoroughly explains the available cyber insurance policies to
its PHs, analyzing its definitions, liabilities, coverages, and
exclusions. The latter is written in a boilerplate language and
comes with many disadvantages, including but not limited
to a misunderstanding about what is insured, what perils and
risks are covered, and how losses are assessed [16, 54, 55].
This process is performed between a CIB and a potential
PH. The Market Research process is performed between a
CIB and a PH, and it is directly related to the Information
Asymmetry (CH7) since a PH has to understand what each
cyber insurance contract can offer tomeet PH’s requirements.
However, in this process the IC is not involved and the candi-
date technologies (see Sect. 2.4) cannot address it. Thus, its
optimization is outside the scope of this work.
CIP2—Client registration and validation On the one hand,
the potential PH gathers the required documents to register
and apply for a cyber insurance contract with its IC. These
include but are not limited to identification documents, IT
security certifications, and any other compliance documents
[56, 57]. On the other hand, the IC verifies the validity of
the applied documents [14, 57]. It also verifies their accu-
racy. Once the validation is complete, the PH can carry on
safely, knowing that it is fully insured. This process is per-
formed between an IC and a potential PH. It is well known
that processes responsible for validating and registering a PH
lack unmanned actions (CH2). Currently, the existing actions
are time-consuming and require human labor. Dishonest
PHs also deceive ICs by submitting outdated documentation
(CH6) regarding their status (e.g., updated security controls).
Finally, ICs store data related to PHs becoming vulnerable to
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cybersecurity attacks (e.g., data breaches) and being at risk
of losing personal data (CH5).
CIP3—Underwriting It is the most crucial process for the
IC and is based on assessing the cybersecurity risk of the
PH [33, 58]. First, the IC identifies the main parameters
of risk considering valuable assets, possible threats, and
existing vulnerabilities of the PH. Then, the IC determines
an incident’s likelihood and possible impact, considering
the combined probability of events happening. A blend of
self-assessment questionnaires, checklists, business docu-
mentation, meetings, as well as interviews perform this
assessment [15, 59–61]. Their main goal is to pinpoint the
installed software and deployed security measures, and ver-
ify the existence of sensitive data and how it is accumulated
and handled. It undoubtedly aims to detect any other infor-
mation that can affect the global security posture of the firm
under investigation [62]. A deeper analysis can be carried
out by installing monitoring software that produces security
logs and telemetry devices. The results of this process contain
analysis and advice of the PH, emphasizing deficiencies and
precautions to comply with the well-known and top-notch
security practices [63]. Also, the ICmay suggest and demand
the implementation of security countermeasures [64], which
will affect the premiums [65–67]. This process is performed
between an IC and a potential PH. The weakness of this pro-
cess is the lack of automated tasks (CH2) to validate if PHs
have fulfilled the IC’s requirements and propositions (CH6).
Currently, the compliance of PHs with IC’s requirements is
validated through questionnaires and audits. PHs can exploit
that backdoor by submitting inaccurate data (CH7).
CIP4—Pricing premium An IC is in charge of calculating
the price of the PH’s premium using existing econometric
and statistical models [35, 38, 58]. This process is performed
between an IC and a potential PH. It is observed that the lack
of historical cybersecurity data is of utmost importance [38].
Data can influence the premium calculation with parameters
that may be a barometer for the final price; however, lack of
data leads to unfair premiums (CH1). This process is outside
the scope of this work. Thus, we do not design and deliver
an algorithm to optimize this process.
CIP5—Periodic risk assessment Risk assessment is highly
recommended and conducted by the IC during a cyber insur-
ance lifetime [33]. It allows ICs and PHs to collect updated
information about new threats, vulnerabilities, and evolving
cyber risks. Overall, it is required to perform a continuous
risk assessment to reduce the amount of PHs’ impassable
information, with the ultimate goal being to mitigate unfair
behaviors such as negligence and fraud. An IC and a PH per-
form this process. Until now, this process has been mainly
conducted through questionnaires. Thus, the absence of
automated methods (CH2) to collect accurate cybersecurity
data makes this process vulnerable to cybersecurity attacks
performed by legal PHs that aim to fool it by answering

spuriously in questionnaires (CH6). As a result, IC has an
inaccurate view of PHs’ cybersecurity exposure (CH7).
CIP6—Claims submission As soon as a PH realizes a cyber-
security incident occurrence, it informs its IC to request
reimbursement [58]. This step aims to get a refund to
cover damages from the cybersecurity incident. Generally
speaking, cyber insurance protects a PH through three dis-
tinct insuring agreements: (i) Network Security and Privacy
Liability, (i i) Media Liability, and (i i i) Errors and Omis-
sions [68]. The PH has to fill out documents describing the
cybersecurity incident in detail, including but not limited to
information related to the location, hour, infected systems,
networks, software, damaged hardware, downtime of sys-
tems, the type of compromised data (personal or not), as well
as the estimation of potential economic losses [69]. This pro-
cess is performed by a PH. Currently, the claim submission
process is time-consuming and requires human labor (e.g.,
sending documents through email and filling out question-
naires). When this procedure is done, a significant amount
of time will have been wasted in addressing the problem on
the PH’s side. Automated claim submission processes can
solve this issue. Also, the lack of a robust identification sys-
tem within the cyber insurance ecosystem leads ICs to face
dishonest PHs that seek reimbursement without any incident
and malevolent actors that masquerade as eligible PHs to
steal their reimbursement (CH2, CH3, and CH4).
CIP7—Claims validation and auditing IT security experts
from the IC start verifying the claim’s submission and per-
forming a forensic investigation [58, 70, 71]. Notably, most
policies in a cyber insurance contract cover the cost of
incident response and forensic investigations, including iden-
tifying stolen or compromised data and the extent to which
third parties have to be informed according to the current
regulations. Audits performed by the IC aim at revealing
a PH’s fraudulent claim or a PH that does not follow the
reported security procedures. In this case, the IC can refuse
to indemnify the PH [23]. This process is performed between
an IC and a PH, and requires human involvement. Validation
and auditing are time-consuming due to a lack of automated
methods for gathering accurate and real-time cybersecurity
data (CH2 and CH6). Audits last for an extended time. Hence,
until its completion, the victim (PH) may have already lost
money and reputation. In certain cases, the responsibility for
incident response does not lie with the IC, but rather, the
PH opts to engage an external firm to detect, mitigate, and
recover from the cybersecurity incident. This proactive mea-
sure aims to minimize the impact and losses resulting from
such incidents. The expenses incurred for incident response
services provided by external firms are referred to as trans-
action costs and are ultimately covered by the PH [72].
CIP8—Claims payment It is the final stage of the cyber
insurance life cycle, and reimburses the PH due to the
cybersecurity incident [73]. The refund reimburses the PH’s
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Table 2 Correlation between cyber insurance challenges and processes

Challenges Processes

CIP1 CIP2 CIP3 CIP4 CIP5 CIP6 CIP7 CIP8

CH1 - Lack of Data ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

CH2 - Lack of Automated Tasks ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

CH3 - Fraudulent Claims ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

CH4 - Identity Theft ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

CH5 - Loss of Sensitive Data ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

CH6 - Know Your Customer ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

CH7 - Information Asymmetry ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

business not only due to interruption caused by a cyberse-
curity incident but also due to loss of reputation whenever
the cyber incident is publicly disclosed [74]. This process is
performed between an IC and a PH. It is well-known that the
lack of automated payments transforms this process into a
stiff one (CH2).

In summary, based on the analysis above, the follow-
ing observations are raised. First and foremost, the Market
Research process is influenced only by CH7 challenge.
The process named Client Registration and Validation is
affected by the CH2, CH5, and CH6 challenges. Next, the
Underwriting process is influenced by the CH2, CH6, and
CH7 challenges. Moreover, the Pricing Premium process is
affected by the CH1 challenge. Furthermore, the Periodic
Risk Assessment process is afflicted by CH2, CH6, and CH7
challenges. TheClaims Submission process is affected by the
CH2, CH3, and CH4 challenges. The Claims Validation and
Auditing process is directly related to CH2 and CH6 chal-
lenges. Finally, the Claims Payment process is influenced by
CH2 challenge. Table 2 depicts the aforementioned observa-
tions.

3.2 INCHAIN

We introduce here the cyber insurance architecture of
INCHAIN, including the operational layer of every partic-
ipant (see Fig. 1). The engaged participants are analyzed in
detail:
NCSA This entity is newly introduced in this paper as a
pillar of the proposed cyber insurance architecture. It consti-
tutes an SSI issuer, allowing potential PHs to issue VCs (see
Sect. 2.4.3) from their verified identity attributes and then use
them to access cyber insurance services. A National Cyber
Security Authority (NCSA) coordinates activities with all
ministries, government agencies, and bodies, ensuring inter-
operability at all levels and and has the ability to issue VCs
with accurate data for each possible PHs. Furthermore, it
has a Blockchain adaptor to upload the issued VCs to the
Blockchain. NCSA communicates only with potential PHs
and the SSI Blockchain network. In addition, NCSA main-

Fig. 1 INCHAIN architecture

tains all data pertaining to recent cybersecurity events with
PHs, which is mandatory for generating accurate VCs. In
essence, adding a new entity responsible for issuing VCs
is inevitable; none of the existing stakeholders is confident
enough to issue VCs with accurate claims, in contrast to
NCSA, which accomplishes this with high confidence.
PH Apart from the characteristics reported in Sect. 3.1, the
PHs of INCHAIN are equipped with the following capabil-
ities. The PH makes a request to the NCSA to issue VCs
based on its attributes. Hereafter, the PH submits the VCs to
the IC to purchase cyber insurance to safeguard its infrastruc-
ture that satisfies IC’s criteria. Moreover, it is geared with a
Blockchain adaptor to create a Smart Contract together with
the IC—describing in a digital format the agreed cyber insur-
ance contract—as well as to report a cybersecurity incident.
IC Apart from the characteristics defined in Sect. 3.1, the IC
of INCHAIN is also equipped with the following attributes.
The IC is a VC verifier verifying the received credential of
a potential PHs, checking the latter’s eligibility to use the
service (cyber insurance). Furthermore, it is equipped with a
Blockchain adaptor to create Smart Contracts together with
PHs to handle cybersecurity claims and store cybersecurity
data to monitor its behavior via the Smart Contract.
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SSI blockchain This Blockchain network belongs to the
NCSA. It is responsible for storing VCs and performing
operations related to their issuance and verification (see
Sect. 2.4.3).
Insurance blockchain This Blockchain consists of pre-
selected ICs, which are responsible for validating trans-
actions and have banded together to share information to
improve existing workflows, transparency, and account-
ability. It is responsible for storing Smart Contracts and
processing claims.

INCHAIN allows a PH to completely control its cyber
insurance contract. The basic scenario of INCHAIN unfolds
as follows. A possible PHs is a legitimate business and is
exposed to cybersecurity threats. At some point, the PH aims
to buy a cyber insurance contract from its desirable IC. The
latter has specific requirements to sell its cyber insurance
contracts. Thus, based on them, ICwill calculate the premium
of PH’s cyber insurance contract and perform a continuous
risk assessment to prevent naive behaviors and fraud. The
requirements are the following:

1. Business information: It includes information related to
the legal business name, its principal address, business
nature (e.g., SME), number of employees, and annual
audited revenue.

2. Type of collected data: It includes information related to
the type of data that the business processes and stores
(e.g., Personal Identifiable Information (PII), Protected
Health Information (PHI), intellectual property).

3. Security controls: These include information related
to compliance with cybersecurity certifications (e.g.,
ISO27001, GDPR), utilization of Payment Card Industry
Data Security Standards, and integration of cybersecu-
rity controls (e.g., IDS, firewall, IPS).

4. Information loss: It includes the number of past data
breaches (e.g., the PH has totally faced seven data
breaches).

INCHAIN is an architecture that benefits both ICs and
PHs. A notable advantage of INCHAIN is the automated
verification process of attributes and claims handling for the
cyber insurance ecosystem. In essence, PHs get reimbursed
immediately since the Smart Contracts transfer money from
one account to another without the involvement of third par-
ties. Therefore, the PHs can immediately focus on recovering
from the incident. Finally, Smart Contracts are also respon-
sible for monitoring PHs’ behavior (e.g., contract violation)
via the collection of cybersecurity data (e.g., audits).

3.3 INCHAIN operations

INCHAIN consists of the following individual operations:
(i) Verifiable Credential Issuance, (i i) Verifiable Credential

Verification and Cyber Insurance Issuance, and (i i i) Cyber-
security Incident Report and Reimbursement. The INCHAIN
architecture does not include actions involving the selection
of a cyber insurance contract between a potential PH and
CIB and the premium pricing. These operations are inextri-
cably linked in the cyber insurance backbone; however, they
are outside the scope of this work. Below, each INCHAIN
operation is examined together with its purpose, its relation-
ship to existing cyber insurance processes (see Sect. 3.1),
and how it addresses specific cyber insurance challenges (see
Sect. 2.3). The INCHAIN operations are analyzed based on
IC’s requirements for selling cyber insurance contracts and
a PH’s attributes; Table 3 represents both of them.

3.3.1 Verifiable credential issuance

As its name implies, this operation is responsible for issuing
VCs to a PH based on its verified attributes. It is executed
between a PH and a NCSA. It aims to create a robust identi-
fication method for supplying the IC with the PH’s accurate
data. In particular, this operation enriches the traditional
cyber insurance process entitled Client Registration and Val-
idation with automated mechanisms. These are responsible
for equipping PHs with verified data by NCSA that do not
demand human intervention for their validation by ICs.

For the credential issuance (see Steps 1–7 depicted
in Fig. 2), let us assume that the potential PH uses a secure
identity wallet on its trusted device (see Sect. 2.4.3). At the
beginning of theVC issuance procedure, PH generates a pub-
lic/private key pair, stores the private key within its trusted
device, and publishes the public key to the Blockchain, gen-
erating and storing its DID for the public key in its data store
(Step 1). Then, the PH navigates to the NCSAwebsite and
requests from it to issue theVCs (Steps 2–3). PH requests
the issuance of the following four VCs:

– Business-information-VC that includesPH’s official name,
address, business nature, number of employees, and its
latest annual audited revenue, along with their legitimacy
proofs.

– Type-of-collected-data-VC, which proves that the PH
stores and processes only PII data.

– Security-controls-VC, which proves that the PH complies
with ISO27001 and GDPR, and has installed all required
security controls (i.e., IDS, firewall, backup policy rou-
tine).

– Information-loss-VC that proves the PH has already been
a victim of a cybersecurity attack at least seven times, and
its total fine is 7K e.

The aforementioned four INCHAIN’s VCs follow a spe-
cific format and include the subsequent attributes:
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Table 3 Cyber insurance
contract requirements and
claims

Attribute PH (Attribute) IC (Requirements)

Business information

Name INCHAIN tech Official name

Address Milky Way 21 Existing address

Business nature Information technology ALL types

Number of employees 50 < 50, 50–100, 100+

Annual audited revenue 210Ke < 250K, 240K–500K, 500K+

Type of collected cata

Type of stored data PII ALL

Type of processed data PII ALL

Security controls

Certifications compliance ISO27001, GDPR At least one

Security controls IDS, firewall, backup Last update < today

Information loss

Number of past data breaches 7 < 10

Total fines 7Ke < 1Me

Fig. 2 INCHAIN verifiable credentials issuance

➢ ID that is a unique verifiable identifier characterizing the
credential (e.g., https://ncsa.gr/credentials/1872).
➢ Credential Type that represents that the current credential
is a verifiable one (e.g., Business-Information-VC).
➢ Issuer that represents the issuer who issued it (e.g.,
NCSA). It is a type of PH that explains PH’s status, whether
it is an individual or an enterprise (e.g., Large Enterprise,
SME).
➢ Issuance Date that represents the VC’s issuance date (e.g.,
2022-31-12T00:00:00Z).
➢ Lifetime that represents VC’s expiration date (e.g.,
2023-31-12T00:00:00Z).
➢ Proof that represents the public key signatures of the PH’s
and NCSA’s DID. This information will be used later by
the IC to verify the authenticity of the identity and claim
by verifying the PH and NCSA’s DID signatures (contained
in the claim) against the verifiable data registry. The proof
contains the following fields:

– Type The specific type of the proof’s signature (e.g.,
Ed25519Signature2020)

– Created date The day of the proof’s creation (e.g.,
2022-31-12T00:00:00Z)

– Verification method The method that should be used for
verification by the verifier (e.g., selective disclosure)

– Proof purpose The purpose for the proof (e.g., assertion-
Method)

– Proof value The value of the specific proof (e.g.,
z58DAdFfa9SkqZMUJ)

➢ Claim that includes identity attributes for the PH (e.g.,
number of past data breaches). The claim includes the fol-
lowing fields:

– Identifier The unique attribute identifier of the VC: (e.g.,
did:ebfeb1f712ebc6f1c276e12ec21)

– Attribute The owner’s identity attribute (e.g., number of
past data breaches: 7)

NCSA, as part of the public sector, collects the veri-
fied data from other ministries, government agencies, and
bodies and issues the Business-Information-VC and the
Information-Loss-VC. However, for issuing the Type-of-
Collected-Data-VC and Security-Controls-VC the PH sub-
mits its attributes to the NCSA for verification (Step 4).
The submitted attributes are certifications proving that the
PH complies with the ISO27001 and GDPR and the latest
security update occurrence issued by known organizations
(e.g., the service provider). Upon successful verification, the
NCSA publishes its DID and the credential schemas1 of VCs

1 The Credential Schema is a document that is used to guarantee the
structure, andby extension the semantics, of the set of claims comprising
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Fig. 3 Verifiable credential
verification and cyber-insurance
issuance

to the SSI Blockchain and then issues VCs that are signed by
its DID (Steps 5–6). Ultimately, NCSA sends the gener-
ated VCs to the potential PH. The latter stores themwithin its
secure digital identity wallet and fully controls them (Step
7).

It is observable that this operation addresses the challenges
CH2 and CH6. SSI facilitates the Know Your Customer oper-
ations. Its usual responsibilities are performed automatically
when a PH uses a SSI login (e.g., digital evidence of iden-
tification or other attributes are sought and delivered as part
of the login process). Therefore, telephone verification and
the provision of scanned papers are rarely required. Overall,
the multiple-step and time-consuming Know Your Customer
processes are replaced with a SSI single, seconds-long pro-
cedure, which benefits both the IC and the PH.

3.3.2 Verifiable credential verification and cyber insurance
issuance

In this operation, the PH presents its VCs to the IC, and
if the verification is successful, the PH can start using the
cyber insurance services provided by the IC. A Smart Con-
tract is used to translate the classic cyber insurance contract
into a digital format, which binds the PH and the IC under
specific requirements. This operation affects the traditional

a VC. A shared Credential Schema allows all parties to reference data
in a known way [75].

cyber insurance processes entitled CIP2 and CIP3. On the
one hand, the CIP2 process on the IC side becomes fully
automated due to the utilization of SSI and VCs. Hence, the
PH will submit to IC only verified attributes minimizing the
time needed for their verification since these will come from
trusted entities (e.g., NCSA) and encapsulated within VCs.
On the other hand, theCIP3 process is strengthened by using
VCs, as the IC’s underwriters can gather verified information
about the PH’s cybersecurity awareness, behavior (e.g., num-
ber of past data breaches), and infrastructure. This leads to the
identification of new cybersecurity risks that may not have
been previously considered and could potentially affect the
PH.

When the potential PH aims to buy a cyber insurance con-
tract from a specific IC, it has to provide the VCs to the
latter for validation (see Steps 1–13 depicted in Fig. 3).
To initiate the operation, the potential PH interacts with its
chosen IC by visiting the latter’s website and requesting to
buy cyber insurance (Step 1). The latter requests proofs
(Step 2) based on specific requirements (see Table 3) from
the potential PH proving that: (i) PH is a legitimate business,
(i i) PH processes and stores data, (i i i) PH complies with
cybersecurity certificates and standards, (iv) PH has updated
cybersecurity controls, (v) PH’s total past data breaches are
less than or equal to 7, and (vi) PH’s total fine is less than
1M e.
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Next, the PH selects and sends the whole claim or only
a subset of it, ensuring minimal disclosure of data (Step
3). The proving function requires the participating entities
to agree on which attributes will be disclosed (e.g., number
of past data breaches) and which attributes will be partially
revealed (selective disclosure) [76]. Formore information see
Table 3. For instance, apart from its annual audited revenue,
the PH reveals the general information related to its business,
the type of data stored and processed, and the information
related to its implemented security controls. Regarding the
annual audited revenues, the VC, instead of revealing the
accurate value, responds with a YES as a positive answer,
proving the PH’s latest annual audited revenue is less than
250K e. Moreover, the PH hides information related to the
number of past data breaches and the total fines; the VC,
instead of revealing the accurate number of data breaches,
respondswith a YES as a positive answer, proving that the PH
meets the requirement of having fewer than 10 data breaches
and that its fine is less than 1M e. Based on the submitted
VCs of the PH, the IC can verify that the PH conforms to
its policies regarding the purchase of cyber insurance; the IC
validates the authenticity of the received VC by verifying the
signatures of the PH’s and NCSA’s DID stored within the
SSI Blockchain (Step 4).

Upon the successful verification, the IC, together with
the PH, starts the processes related to underwriting and
pricing the premium (Steps 5–6); the results of the previ-
ous actions lead to the cyber insurance contract agreement.
Assuming that the cyber insurance premium is equal to
1080e, the limit of liability2 is at 591Ke and the deductible3

is 4K e. The cyber insurance purchased by the PH covers
the incidents summarized in Table 4. In particular, PH is
covered against business email compromise, lost device,mal-
ware/virus, phishing attacks, and ransomware cybersecurity
attacks, with maximum reimbursement at 123K e, 57K e,
160K e, 72K e, and 179K e correspondingly (see Table 4).
Then it is translated into a digital format as a Smart Con-
tract binding them with specific requirements. Apart from
the reimbursement information, the cyber insurance contract
includes obligations that should bemet by the PH (e.g., pene-
tration tests every three months, daily vulnerability scanning
and patching, and finally, two security awareness campaigns
for its employees in a year). Moreover, the Smart Contract
checks if the PH is consistent with its obligations during the
coverage period. If the obligations above are not met by the
PH, then the Smart Contract will be terminated, and in case
of an incident, the PH will receive no reimbursement.

2 The limit of liability determines the maximum amount of money an
IC will pay for a covered claim.
3 A deductible is the amount of money a PHmust pay on its own before
cyber insurance can cover the damages.

Table 4 INCHAIN covered cybersecurity incidents and maximum
reimbursement

Incident name Maximum reimbursement (e)

Business email compromise 123K

Lost device 57K

Malware/virus 160K

Phishing 72K

Ransomware 179K

A recordwithin theINCHAINSmartContractwill include
the following attributes:

– P Hid A unique identifier characterizing the PH (e.g.,
1531435435).

– I Cid A unique identifier characterizing the IC (e.g.,
58567696).

– Premium The amount of cyber insurance contract (e.g.,
1080 e).

– Limit of liability The maximum amount an IC will pay
for claims during the contract period (e.g., 500K e).

– Deductible The amount of money a PH must pay on its
own before IC can cover the damages (e.g., 4K e).

– Obligations PH’s obligations against the contract (e.g.,
penetration tests every 3 months).

– Reputation A score characterizing the PH based on com-
pliant behavior in obligations against the contract. Its
initial value is equal to 100. If the PH violates the con-
tract, its reputation decreases. The lower the value is, the
worse the reputation is.

– I ncidentid A unique identifier of the incident and is cor-
related to specific incident evidence (e.g., firewall, IDS,
IPG, and SOC logs) that are submitted by the PH and
investigated by the IC.

– Incident The name of the incident for which PH is
requesting compensation (e.g., phishing).

– Reimbursement The amount paid to cover expenses that
have been spent due to the incident (see Table 4).

– Start DateThe contract’s issuance date (e.g.,2022-31-
12T00:00:00Z).

– End Date The contract’s expiration date (e.g., 2023-
31-12T00:00:00Z).

– Coverages The set of what cyber incidents PH is cov-
ered for (e.g ransomware, business interruption, data
breaches).

– Controls The set of installed PH’s cybersecurity controls
(e.g., staff cyber security training every six months).

– External Firmid Aunique identifier of the external firm
that is responsible for handling the incident.

The INCHAIN Smart Contract consists of the following
functions:
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➢ PH creation It creates the PH record into the IC’s Smart
Contract within the Insurance Blockchain network. Its input
is the values of P Hid , I Cid , Premium, Limit of Liability,
Deductible, Start Date, and End Date. Its output is a new
record that includes the data above.
➢ PH reading It returns the PH’s cyber insurance contract
stored in the Insurance Blockchain. Its input is the values
of P Hid and I Cid . As output, it returns the value of P Hid ,
I Cid , Premium, Limit of Liability, Deductible, Start Date,
and End Date.
➢ Incident report It is executed by the PH to report a
cybersecurity incident. Its input is the value of P Hid , I Cid ,
I ncidentid , and Incident. As output, it notifies the PH for
the corresponding incident.
➢ Incident response It is executed by the IC to accept or
reject a reimbursement of a cybersecurity incident. Its input
is the values of P Hid and I Cid . As output, it updates the
value of Limit of liability.
➢ PH obligation checks It is executed by the IC to check
whether the PH meets its Obligations (e.g., penetration test
every threemonths) comparingwithControls . Its input is the
values of P Hid and I Cid . Its output is the value of Obliga-
tions together with a YES/NO that declares if the PH meets
them or not.
➢ Asset transfer It can be called by the Incident Response
function and transfers funds from IC to the PH. Its input is
the values of P Hid , I Cid , and Reimbursement. As output, it
notifies the PH that the asset has been successfully transferred
to its account.
➢ Violation: It is triggered by the PHObligationCheck func-
tion, and it is responsible for decreasing the reputation of PH
when the PH does not meet its obligations. Its output is the
updated Reputation value.
➢ Contract analysis It is triggered by both a PH and IC
to present the incidents for which the PH is covered and
its obligations with respect to those coverages. Its input is
the values of P Hid and I Cid . Its output is the values of
Coverages and Obligations.
➢ HandleIncident The IncidentResponseoutsourcingoccurs
when the IC delegates the incident coordination to an exter-
nal firm rather than handling it internally. The function
takes inputs, including the values of I Cid , I ncidentid , and
External Firmid . The output of this function is an amount
representing the transaction costs incurred, which will be
factored into the final compensation calculation.

The IC creates a record within the Smart Contract for its
new PH that is stored in the Insurance Blockchain (Step
7), and then, the PH can utilize cyber insurance services
(Step 8). Moreover, the IC issues a VC to the PH to con-
trol the access to the Insurance Blockchain that consists of
Smart Contracts and security information related to its PHs
and handles all cyber insurance related (Steps 9–11). The
VC issued by the IC verifies that the corresponding PH is

the legitimate owner of the cyber insurance contract issued
by it. Through this credential, the PH can access the Smart
Contract stored within the Insurance Blockchain to perform
actions regarding the cyber insurance contract, including but
not limited to cybersecurity incident reports. Finally, the IC
starts performing unexpected audits to the PH to identify
Smart Contract violations and improve the data regarding
this PHs that are stored within the Blockchain, achieving a
continuous risk monitoring system (Steps 12–13).

Through this operation, INCHAIN addresses the cyber
insurance challenges entitled CH1,CH2,CH5, and CH6. This
INCHAIN operation is responsible for verifying PH’s data
against IC requirements to check its eligibility for buying
a cyber insurance contract. INCHAIN substitutes the rigid
verification processes that occur on IC’s side with automated
processes provided by the SSI (CH2). Hence, the IC will
not allot resources to validate attributes submitted by poten-
tial PHs. In addition, it is directly connected with the CH6;
INCHAIN with the SSI integration achieves to equip ICs
with a collection of methods that allows them to confirm the
identification of their PHs and verify they are acting legally.
Moreover, it is well-known that ICs have to store data regard-
ing their PHs becoming targets of cybersecurity attacks (e.g.,
hackers perform data breaches on ICs to steal PHs’ sensitive
information). However, with SSI, data is stored on the PHs’
side, eliminating many threats related to centralized storage.
The information stays in the hands of the PHs, giving the IC
permission to view the necessary data. It means that hackers
can no longer break into large databases held by ICs to view
sensitive data, eliminating many threats for ICs (CH5). Also,
the gathering of PHs’ data eliminates the CH1 as long as the
IC can know important information about its cybersecurity
exposure (e.g., security controls, cybersecurity behavior, fre-
quency of cybersecurity incidents). Finally, the collected data
during the audits stored within the Insurance Blockchain can
be used in the future for underwriting and pricing premium
processes for these PHs or future ones.

3.3.3 Incident report and reimbursement

During a cyber insurance lifetime, a PH may need to report
to its IC a cybersecurity incident having as its ultimate goal
to receive reimbursement following their agreement as part
of the agreed cyber insurance and the Smart Contract rules.
Figure4 depicts this operation, which is responsible for han-
dling the report of a cybersecurity incident by the PH, the
investigation of it by the IC, and the payment order by
the latter. It also influences the classic cyber insurance pro-
cesses entitled Claims Submission, Claims Validation and
Auditing, and Claims Payment. First, the process of Claims
Submission is performed by the PH, which is becoming an
automated process due to the Smart Contract functions enti-
tled IncidentReport, and IncidentResponse (see
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Fig. 4 Incident report and
reimbursement

Sects. 2.4 and3.3.2 ).Moreover, it substitutes the bureaucracy
that characterizes the rigid way of reporting a cybersecurity
incident (e.g., email and questionnaires). The same applies
to the process named Claims Payment. Once an IC accepts
the PH’s reimbursement, it calls a Smart Contract function
and automatically reimburses the PH. In addition, INCHAIN
enhances the Claims Validation and Auditing process with
accurate cybersecurity data from the VCs. This data includes
new information that has not been considered yet by the
existing methods (e.g., employee behavior against phishing
attacks). In addition, it becomes more agile since the Smart
Contract function Check PH Obligations assists auditors by
returning if the PH meets its obligation during the incident
period. This opinion comes from theVC’s extracted data. It is
directly related to the investigation of a cybersecurity incident
since the results can bemore precise due to the exploitation of
the accuracy that characterizes the collected historical data.

For the declaration of a cybersecurity incident (seeSteps
1–12 depicted in Fig. 4), the PH has to prove its identity to
the IC. The IC will request proof from the PH to confirm
that it is a legitimate PH with a cyber insurance contract
issued by the IC. Let us assume that the PH is the victim of a
ransomware attack, with the attackers demanding a ransom
of 100Ke. While the PH looks within its wallet at the VCs it
holds, it can choose to send the entire claimor only a subset of
it, ensuring minimal disclosure of its data and proving that it
is the legitimate holder of the VCs. Then the IC validates the
authenticity of the received VCs by verifying the signatures

of the PH’s and IC’s DID stored within the SSI Blockchain
(Steps 1–4). Once the identification is completed, the PH
notifies its IC about the cybersecurity incident (Step 5).

The PH provides detailed reports and data that describe
the incident (e.g., firewall, IDS, IPS, SOC logs). As a result,
the IC performs an incident investigation and, based on the
results, decides whether to accept or reject the reimburse-
ment request (Step 6). Also, the IC calls Smart Contact
functions to extract the PH’s obligations that must be met
based on its contract and verify that the PH indeedmeets them
(Steps 7–8). Last but not least, the IC searches within the
Insurance Blockchain to verify that the PH has not submit-
ted the same claim (e.g., recovery expenses from the same
ransomware attack) to a different IC (Step 9). Then, the
IC checks PH’s limit of liability and deductible (Step 10).
The IC checks if the PH has remaining money for its cover-
ages. If the amount is equal to zero, the process is terminated.
Otherwise, IC accepts and forces automatic payment to the
PH’s wallet (Steps 11–12). IC compensates the PH with
96Ke. Then, the limit of liability is automatically reduced to
404K e for the next incident following the reimbursement.
However, in the event of a request rejection or identifica-
tion of double-claim,4 the operation is terminated in Step
7 or Step 8 correspondingly. Moreover, in case of Smart

4 When a business has insurance cover in respect of the same risk and
subject matter from more than one insurer and submits a claim for the
same incident to them.
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Contract’s rules violation, the IC triggers a Smart Contract
function to decrease PH’s reputation.

This operation can address the cyber insurance challenges
entitled CH1, CH2, CH3, and CH4. INCHAIN uses Smart
Contracts and aims to simplify interactions between a PH
and its IC regarding the cybersecurity incident report (CH2).
In the event of a cybersecurity incident, a PH triggers a Smart
Contract function (i.e., the function IncidentReport),
and automatically its IC gets notified of it. In terms of
response, IC can immediately begin incident and forensic
investigation. In the end, the IC reimburse the PH by trig-
gering the proper Smart Contract function. Moreover, all
incidents with their IDs and attributes stored in the Insur-
ance Blockchain prevent dishonest PHs from reporting the
same incident multiple times (CH3).

Finally, the use of SSI and VCs deters hackers from steal-
ing PHs’ identities by performingmasquerade attacks (CH4).
The VC’s claims can be verified only by its owner, which
securely stores the correlated private key (see Sect. 2.4.3).
Finally, the IC collects all the cybersecurity data related to
the incident and stores it within its Insurance Blockchain to
access it later, addressing the challenge CH1.

4 Exploring the value of INCHAIN

This section demonstrates how INCHAIN aligns with the
established cyber insurance processes outlined in Sect. 3.1.
Furthermore, it effectively addresses the challenges that the
cyber insurance landscape poses, as discussed in Sect. 2.3.
Finally, a comparative analysis is conducted with related
works, as presented in Sect. 2.2, to illustrate the uniqueness
and effectiveness of INCHAIN.

4.1 INCHAIN capabilities against cyber insurance
processes and challenges

The INCHAIN architecture fulfills all cyber insurance pro-
cesses outlined in Table 5, with the exception of Market
Research and Pricing Premium (as discussed in Sect. 3.1).
Market Research primarily involves communication between

a PH and its CIB, and thus falls outside the scope of thiswork.
Similarly, INCHAIN does not provide a pricing formula for
determining the premium, as this is also beyond the scope of
this work.

First and foremost, the INCHAIN operation named Verifi-
able Credential Issuance (see Sect. 3.3.1) as its name implies,
is responsible for issuing VCs to a PH. It can be observed
that the INCHAIN architecture fulfills the cyber insurance
process of Client Registration and Validation (as discussed
in Sect. 3.1), as the PH is equipped with credentials that con-
tain verified data from a trustworthy entity (i.e., NCSA).
Next, the INCHAIN operation Verifiable Credential Verifi-
cation and Cyber Insurance Issuance as its name implies,
includes the verification of a PH’s VCs by its IC and upon
successful verification the cyber insurance issuance. In par-
ticular, VCs automate the Client Registration and Validation
process. Also, a PH and its IC exchange only accurate
data among them, used within the underwriting process.
Finally, the Incident Report and Reimbursement operation,
as its name implies, is responsible for handling claims
and includes the Claims Submission, Claims Validation and
Auditing, and Claims Payment processes. Its main pillar is
the Smart Contract functions. On the one hand, the PH trig-
gers theIncidentReport function to submit a claim (i.e.,
Claims Submission). On the other hand, other functions (i.e.,
IncidentResponse,PHObligationChecks, aswell
as AssetTransfer) are triggered by the IC to initiate
investigations and to force the reimbursement.

Table 5 depicts the aforementioned correspondence
between the cyber insurance processes (see Sect. 3.1) and
INCHAIN operations (see Sect. 3.3). The correspondence
between cyber insurance processes and theINCHAIN’s oper-
ations is indicated using the symbols ✓ and ✗. The ✓ symbol
signifies that there is a correspondence between a cyber
insurance process and an INCHAIN’s operation, while the
✗ symbol indicates that there is no such correspondence.

However,INCHAIN canbe characterizedby the following
drawbacks. First, it does not include a formula to calculate the
premium of a cyber insurance contract; this process occurs
offline at IC’s side.Moreover,INCHAIN does not perform an
automated incident investigation to decide whether to reim-

Table 5 Cyber insurance processes and INCHAIN operations

Cyber insurance processes INCHAIN operations

Verifiable credential issuance Verifiable credential verification
and cyber insurance issuance

Incident report and reimbursement

Client registration & validation ✓ ✓ ✗

Underwriting ✗ ✓ ✗

Claims submission ✗ ✗ ✓

Claims validation & Auditing ✗ ✗ ✓

Claims payment ✗ ✗ ✓
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burse an incident; this process also occurs offline. It requires
seamless communication between the PH and its IC, includ-
ing interviews and exchange of logs that need to be analyzed
offline by the latter.

In general, it is strongly arguable that INCHAIN can
address all cyber insurance challenges mentioned in Sect. 2.
This observation is further extrapolated below.

CH1—Lack of data INCHAIN utilizes the Blockchain net-
work as a repository to securely store cybersecurity data
related to its PHs. As mentioned above (see Sect. 2.4.1),
the Blockchain is an unchangeable, everlasting digital data
archive. INCHAIN is equipped with processes that automati-
cally upload records toBlockchainwith data related to audits,
risk assessment, forensic investigation, and incidents (see
Figs. 3 and 4 ). A record stored in the chain cannot be altered,
deleted, or otherwise tamperedwith.Moreover, data accumu-
lates when it cannot be removed. In INCHAIN, an event will
be recorded across nodes (e.g., the record of a cybersecurity
incident), also known as on-chain data. This enables contin-
uous cybersecurity data gathering related to IC’s PHs. The
generation of accurate historical data will be a meaningful
indicator for cyber insurance processes (Underwriting and
Pricing Premium). Furthermore, the INCHAIN smart con-
tracts incorporate functions capable of retrieving real-time
cybersecurity-related information from PHs, such as the fre-
quency of attacks, and securely storing this data within the
Blockchain. The adoption of SSI is pivotal in addressing this
challenge, ensuring that the involved ICs collect only accu-
rate and up-to-date PH information. This approach eliminates
the reliance on outdated or incomplete data stored in central-
ized databases. As a result, ICs can provide fair premiums
tailored to the specific needs of each PH, leveraging statistics
derived from the collected historical data. For instance, they
can consider data on the most attacked industry and the most
common cybersecurity vulnerabilities.

CH2—Lack of automated tasks INCHAIN integrates Smart
Contracts and SSI to introduce automatically performed
tasks. First, by automating cyber insurance claims pro-
cesses, Smart Contracts can eliminate paperwork and time-
consumingprocesses. TheINCHAIN smart contract includes
the Incident Report function, enabling PH to automati-
cally report cybersecurity incidents to the IC without the
need for email communication. Subsequently, depending
on the IC’s choice to manage the cyber incident internally,
the following functions can be invoked: Contract Analysis,
PH Obligation Checks, and Violation. In scenarios where
the incident response is outsourced to an external firm,
the HandleIncident function comes into play. Lastly, the
AssetTransfer function automates the payment process for
submitted claims. In essence, the functions provided by the
smart contract play a crucial role by automating significant
aspects of Claims Submission (CIP6), Claims Validation and

Auditing (CIP7), and Claims Payment (CIP8). Automating
cyber insurance tasks reduces costs significantly; an essen-
tial factor for PHs and ICs. Second, SSI enables ICs to
perform verification processes automatically (see Sect. 3.3).
INCHAIN with SSI substitutes the bureaucracy and labor
process of verifying paper documents, contracts, attributes,
and IDs. In INCHAIN, ICs, via SSI and Blockchain, are
reassured that the attributes of a submitted identity are accu-
rate, and they can also immediately check its validator (e.g.,
NCSA) without contacting it.

CH3—Fraudulent claims It is the first time that a work
addresses this challenge (see Table 7). INCHAIN eradicates
the frequency of fraudulent claims through the integrated SSI
approach since the Insurance Blockchain will be accessed
only from verified PHs who meet specific requirements. Fur-
thermore, through the Smart Contract implementation, when
a claim is submitted for a cybersecurity incident, the IC could
check if multiple claims are submitted for the same incident,
ensuring that only valid claims are reimbursed. In particular,
in case of an incident, the IC can search within the Insur-
ance Blockchain to find similar claims by the subject PH
investigating the attached logs. Thus, all fraudulent claims
are eradicated. Also, within the Insurance Blockchain, each
token is unique and the ledger is immutable without repli-
cable assets (e.g., a cybersecurity incident claim can occur
only one time).

CH4—Identity theft ICs face attacks from cyber criminals
that are tied back to PHs’ for credential theft (e.g., a mas-
querade attack).INCHAIN utilizes SSI and aims to defend its
infrastructure from attack vectors targeting data verification
(e.g., attackersmasquerading as PHs to steal reimbursement).
The INCHAIN verification system is based on SSI and is
used to verify the VCs and ensure that the content interac-
tions match the role of the issuer (such as NCSA), preventing
collaboration with fake issuers. In addition, the constantly
updated SSI Blockchain provides validated issuer informa-
tion to ICs. Thus, ICs can determine the validity of both the
issuer (e.g., NCSA) and the VC when it is submitted to their
service. A VC signed by its issuer is stored within a digi-
tal identity wallet (see Sect. 2.4.3). Thus, the data contained
within it and shared with ICs cannot be changed without
being flagged (e.g., as an error) by the original issuer. In
essence, only the original issuer can alter a VC’s data. In
addition, the digital identity wallet remains encrypted at rest
as well as in motion.Without the keys (see Sect. 2.4.3) to this
encrypted wallet, the data is not accessible outside of it.

CH5—Loss of sensitive data Centralized verification sys-
tems make organizations vulnerable to large-scale hacks and
data breaches (e.g., a data breach in Marriott hotels [77]).
INCHAIN aims to prevent this kind of attack in ICs using
SSI.Generally speaking, SSI safeguards privacyby removing
the need to store personal information on a central database
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and gives individuals greater control over what information
they share. Through VCs, SSI lets PHs control what they
disclose with ICs [76] (i.e., selective disclosure) avoiding
centralized data storage. PHs are SSI identity holders and
control their own VCs. These VCs are kept locally on a PH’s
digital identity wallet and digitally signedwith its private key
and the NCSA keys (see Sect. 2.4.3), ensuring its ownership.
ICs receive VCs safely to provide a service. Thus, the PH
retains control of its data and only grants the IC access to the
information it requires. As a result, there is far less risk of
harm to the IC, as attackers will no longer be able to compro-
mise the IC’s database and steal sensitive data. Apart from
protecting the ICs, SSI also protects PHs from fraudulent ICs
through secure authentication, selective disclosure of infor-
mation, decentralized verification networks, reputation and
trust models, an immutable audit trail, privacy-preserving
protocols, and community governance. SSI utilizing cryp-
tographic techniques for secure authentication allows PHs
to prove their identity without revealing unnecessary per-
sonal information. PHs have control over the information
they share, reducing the risk of exposing sensitive data to
fraudulent ICs. In addition, SSI’s decentralized verification
networks and reputation models ensure that trusted entities
vouch for authenticity, and users can assess verifiers’ trust-
worthiness through ratings and reviews. The immutable audit
trail enables accountability and identification of fraudulent
ICs, while privacy-preserving protocols minimize data expo-
sure.

CH6—Know Your Customer Another aspect of the pro-
posed architecture is the Know Your Customer approach to
completion. In INCHAIN, the SSI is responsible for the iden-
tification of PHs, as the data associatedwith a PH’s identity is
stored, shared, and used for verification on distributed ledger
technology. The use of VC on SSI enhances the security
level of identification as the VC is cryptographically con-
structed to prove its issuer, owner, and validity. Additionally,
the VC claims are not tampered with. On the other hand, the
Insurance Blockchain (see Fig. 1) is responsible for contin-
uously monitoring PHs during a cyber insurance contract.
Overall, SSI and the Insurance Blockchain help to reduce

costs by decreasing the need for personnel focused on Know
Your Customer tasks, enhancing the security of identification,
shortening processing time, and improving the PHs experi-
ence.

CH7—Information asymmetry INCHAIN eliminates the
information asymmetry between the ICs and PHs regarding
the cyber insurance contract misunderstanding. In particular,
the INCHAIN Smart Contract (see Sect. 3.3.2) is equipped
with a specific function (i.e., ContractAnalysis). The
Smart Contract, which is a digital representation of the
cyber insurance contract, includes the definitions of each
covered incident. For instance, if the PHs raise the follow-
ing question: “What does the insurance cover regarding
a cyber-extortion threat?”, the Smart Contract function
ContractAnalysis will respond not only with its defi-
nition but the circumstances that should be met in order to be
covered. Thus,withINCHAIN, the PHswill be deterred from
decreasing their security investments after obtaining cyber
insurance. Moreover, INCHAIN contributes significantly to
the underwriting process of cyber insurance. In particular, the
INCHAIN Smart Contract (see Sect. 3.3.2) is equipped with
a specific function (i.e., PH Obligation Checks) that
checks if the installed cybersecurity controls of PH comply
with its cyber security contract obligations. This feature of
INCHAIN could save the underwriter a significant amount
of time that he would have spent with the traditional way of
interviewingpolicyholders and then editing their responses to
determine if they are consistent with the policyholder’s obli-
gations. What INCHAIN cannot eliminate, however, is the
human critical thinking of the underwriter who will make the
final underwriting decision. Last but not least, INCHAIN via
function Incident Response checks if the requested indem-
nification of PH in Claims Submission (CIP6) can be served
by the attribute maximum indemnity limit ( or INCHAIN’s
attribute named Limit of Liability 3.3.2 ). The value of Limit
of Liability is defined in INCHAIN when it is called the
function PH Creation.

Table 6 describes the cyber insurance challenges being
addressed by theINCHAIN candidate technologies. First and
foremost, Blockchain contributes to mitigating CH1 – Lack

Table 6 Cyber insurance
challenges and candidate
technologies

Cyber insurance challenges Candidate technologies

Blockchain Smart contracts SSI

CH1—Lack of data ✓ ✓ ✓

CH2—Lack of automated tasks ✗ ✓ ✓

CH3—Fraudulent claims ✗ ✓ ✓

CH4—Identity theft ✗ ✗ ✓

CH5—Loss of sensitive data ✓ ✗ ✓

CH6—Know your customer ✗ ✗ ✓

CH7—Information asymmetry ✗ ✓ ✗
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of Data andCH5 – Loss of Sensitive Data since it provides an
immutable and secured data storage at the IC’s side and trans-
parency for each related transaction. Next, the integration of
Smart Contracts assists in the mitigation of the CH1 – Lack
of Data, CH2 – Lack of Automated Tasks, CH3 – Fraudulent
Claims, and CH7 – Information Asymmetry, since these are
equipped with functions (see also Sect. 3.3) to perform the
required actions for gathering real-time cybersecurity-related
PHs’ data, to automatically execute processes for incident
report and handling, as well as, to assist PHs to understand
their obligations against their contract. While SSI commits
to mitigating CH1 – Lack of Data, CH2 – Lack of Automated
Tasks, CH3 – Fraudulent Claims, CH4 – Identity Theft, CH5
– Loss of Sensitive Data, and CH6 – Know Your Customer.
This occurs because SSI can allow ICs to gather not only
updated but also the minimum required PH’s data to perform
cyber insurance processes (see also Sect. 3.1) and provide full
identity control on the involved PHs. Overall, we can observe
that INCHAIN aims to face the cyber insurance challenges
(see also Sect. 2.3), combining features from more than one
candidate technology and merely exploiting Blockchain fea-
tures to develop applications for enhancing existing cyber
insurance processes.

4.2 Comparative analysis of related works and
INCHAIN in addressing cyber insurance
challenges

Table 7 compares related works (see Sect. 2.2) with
INCHAIN against the cyber insurance challenges (see
Sect. 2.3); the comparison is based on the following signs:
✓, ✗, ✦. The ✓ sign shows that the respective challenges
consist of an advantage of the method over the others, in
the sense that the work addresses the challenge. The ✗ sign
shows that the challenge is considered a deficiency of the
work, in the sense that the challenge is not addressed. When
the ✦ sign is displayed, it means that the respective work
does not include all the details needed, and assumptions
were needed to come to a conclusion. Here, we answer
the fourth research question (RQ3 – How does the litera-
ture address the existing challenges of cyber insurance with
Blockchain and smart contracts?). The selection of works
for comparison with INCHAIN was based on the following
criteria:

1. The work exclusively lies in the cyber insurance field.
2. The work utilizes at least one of the candidate technolo-

gies (see Sect. 2.4).
3. Thework aims to address cyber insurance challenges (see

Sect. 2.3).

Franco et al. [10] proposeSaCIon topofEthereum, utiliz-
ing Smart Contracts.SaCI uses Smart Contracts to automate Ta
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the processes of premium payment, contract updates, claim
requests, dispute resolutions, and check of contract informa-
tion and its integrity. Thus, SaCI addresses the challenge
CH2. However, because of Ethereum, each Smart Contract
function has a gas fee. On the one hand, this can limit the
number of claims submitted by a PH, forcing it to submit
claims only for real incidents. On the other hand, in case
of identity theft, the attacker can overcharge and waste the
accumulated money of the limit of liability. Thus, a PH may
be unable to submit a claim for a real incident because there
will not be enough money in its wallet for spending. Also,
this system lacks a verification method to check the PH’s
legitimacy before submitting a claim request. The authors do
not analyze how ICs verify the PHs’ attributes. Furthermore,
the authors do not consider collecting cybersecurity data for
use in future cyber insurance processes. Overall, SaCI does
not address CH1, CH3, CH4, CH5, CH6, and CH7.

Lepoint et al. [11] present BlockCIS on top of Hyper-
ledger Fabric, utilizing Smart Contracts. BlockCIS lever-
ages the automated nature of smart contracts (on the IC side)
but is entirely decoupled from the payment aspect of the
blockchain (contrary to INCHAIN). BlockCIS is a con-
tinuous monitoring and processing cyber insurance system
focusing on the confidentiality and privacy of the collected
and stored data within the system. ICs use Smart Contracts
to devise premiums tailored to a PHs’s security posture, and
the latter can prove that its cyber insurance covers a potential
cyber incident. In addition, BlockCIS includes access con-
trol rules to limit access to its data. It is assumed that based
on the implemented access control rules, BlockCIS may
defend against cyberattacks related to identity theft and loss
of sensitive data. However, we cannot conclude with 100%
confidence because the respective work does not include all
the necessary implementation details. Thus, it is assumed that
BlockCIS addresses CH1 and CH2 challenges, while the
CH4 and CH5 are addressed under implementation assump-
tions.However, the authors do not consider amethod to verify
that PHs submit accurate data nor to monitor any change
in its infrastructure. Finally, BlockCIS does not include a
method to prevent fraudulent claims and eliminate informa-
tion asymmetry. Thus,BlockCIS does not address theCH3,
CH6, and CH7 challenges.

Vakilinia et al. [12] and Xu et al. [13] propose cyber
insurance crowdfunding frameworks on top of the Ethereum
network. Smart Contracts can perform crowdfunding ini-
tialization, bidding, wrapping, and reimbursement actions.
Thus, both works address the CH2 challenge. However, the
proposed frameworks lack a method to collect cybersecurity
data for future cyber insurance use and to prevent fraudu-
lent claims. Moreover, the frameworks are not equipped with
security measures to prevent cybersecurity attacks related to
identity theft and loss of sensitive data. Thus, in case of iden-
tity theft, the attacker can overcharge and waste the PH’s

accumulated money of the limit of liability. Hence, a PH
may not submit a claim for a real incident because there will
not be money in its wallet for spending. Furthermore, the
authors do not analyze the method that ICs follow to verify
a PH’s attributes, do not consider a method to be updated for
changes in PHs’s infrastructures, and do not include amethod
to eliminate the information asymmetry. Consequently, both
works do not address CH1, CH3, CH4, CH5, CH6 and CH7.

Finally, the SECONDO project [14] has been built on top
of Hyperledger Fabric. Its Smart Contracts perform actions
related to reporting and responding to an incident as well as
to forcing reimbursement. Thus, Farao et al. [14] can address
the CH2 challenge. Moreover, SECONDO is equipped with a
continuous risk monitoring tool that collects PHs’ cyberse-
curity data and stores it within the Blockchain. The data is
used for future cyber insurance processes (i.e., underwriting).
Thus, SECONDO addresses the CH1 challenge. Moreover, it
includes a cyber insurance policy ontology that eliminates the
information asymmetry between the PHs and ICs, address-
ing the CH7 challenge. However, SECONDO does not have a
mechanism in place to prevent eligible PHs from submitting
fraudulent claims or to verify the PH’s eligibility before the
claim submission. Finally, it does not consider a method to
gather only accurate PHs data during each cyber insurance
process. Overall, SECONDO cannot address the CH3, CH4,
CH5 and CH6 challenges.

Overall, the previous analysis raises the following obser-
vations. First and foremost, all related works address the
challenge CH2 using Smart Contracts. INCHAIN addresses
it via the Smart Contracts integration. Next, [11, 14] and
INCHAIN address challenge C1. These works utilize their
Blockchain implementation to store cybersecurity data for
future cybersecurity use. Furthermore, the literature [10–
14] does not address the challenge CH3 regardless of its
importance. However, in INCHAIN, ICs search within the
Insurance Blockchain to find similar claims by the sub-
ject PHs investigating the attached logs. [11] and INCHAIN
address the challenge CH4. The other works do not imple-
ment a method to protect their system from this since a
PH can use the network certificate to trigger a Smart Con-
tract function. Thus, if attacks steal the credential, they can
call any Smart Contract function without limitations. The
authors in [11] allow the Smart Contract use based on access
control rules to prevent PHs’ identity stealing. However,
in INCHAIN, a PH has to be authorized via VC verifica-
tion before submitting a claim. It occurs with VCs stored
in secured digital identity wallets. Therefore, INCHAIN
depends on the fact that VCs can be accessed only by their
eligible holders. It is the one knowing the key pair to access
the digital identity wallet and to use its VCs.

In addition, [11] and INCHAIN address the challenge
CH5. The works [10, 12, 13] do not include any method
to protect data since they do not collect them. However, [11,
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14] collect cybersecurity data. The authors in [14] depend on
the certificates issued by the Blockchain. Thus, a node with
the correct certificate can perform actions to the collected
cybersecurity data without limitation. However, the work
[11] limits access to the collected data via an access con-
trol policy. In contrast, INCHAIN uses VCs to allow access
to its collected cybersecurity data stored within the Insurance
Blockchain. Further, challenge CH6 has been addressed only
by INCHAIN. It includes SSI to collect accurate data regard-
ing PHs’s behavior and assets. Finally, [14] and INCHAIN
solve the challenge CH7. On the one hand, Farao et al. [14]
include a cyber insurance policy ontology that analyzes each
contract isolating its coverages and exclusions. On the other
hand, INCHAIN uses a Smart Contract function that can be
triggered anytime by the PHs and the ICs. It is responsible for
defining the cybersecurity threats covered for PHs and out-
lining the obligations they must fulfill in order to be eligible
for reimbursement.

5 Discussion

This section presents an analysis of the risks inherited by
the integration of Blockchain and SSI, the presentation
of well-know and open-source Blockchain platforms and
SSI implementation that could be leveraged by the cyber
insurance ecosystem, an analysis of INCHAIN limitation,
along with suggestions for future research and development
avenues that can be pursued to enhance its capabilities and
expand its impact.

5.1 Inherited risks of blockchain and SSI integration

Now, we analyze the risks inherited to the cyber insur-
ance ecosystem integrating Blockchain and SSI. While
Blockchain technology inherits numerous advantages and
opportunities, it also poses certain risks in the context of
cyber insurance. Below, we highlight the risks associated
with the use of blockchain in cyber insurance:

5.1.1 Smart contract vulnerabilities

Smart contracts, which are self-executing agreements on the
blockchain, contain vulnerabilities [78] that attackers can
exploit. Bugs or coding errors in smart contracts could lead
to unintended consequences or allow unauthorized access to
sensitive information. However, a contingency plan includes
testing protocols consisting of penetration tests and audits
leading to the identification of Smart Contracts’ vulnerabili-
ties and their address.

5.1.2 Data privacy and security

Blockchain is touted for its security; however, it is not
immune to cybersecurity attacks [79]. While the decen-
tralized nature of blockchain can make it more difficult to
tamper with data, it does not guarantee absolute security. For
instance, if the private keys used to access blockchain-based
systems are compromised, it could lead to unauthorized
access, data leaks, or loss of funds. However, a contingency
plan may include actions related to secure storage for keys
and certificates, as well as the implementation of robust
encryption mechanisms (e.g., AES algorithm).

5.1.3 Oracles and external data sources

Blockchain-based insurance platforms often rely on oracles
to obtain external data, such as information about security
breaches or PHs claims [80]. However, the accuracy and reli-
ability of these external data sources can be a concern. If the
oracles are compromised or provide inaccurate information,
it can undermine the integrity of the insurance claims pro-
cess. Thus, a contingency plan may include mechanisms for
validating and verifying data accuracy obtained from oracles
and external data sources.

5.1.4 Lack of standardization and regulations

The blockchain is still in its infancy; thus, the lack of stan-
dardized protocols and interoperability between different
blockchain platforms can hinder blockchain’s scalability and
widespread adoption in the insurance industry. Therefore,
ICs may face challenges integrating blockchain-based solu-
tions with their existing systems, leading to inefficiencies or
compatibility issues. Yet, a contingency plan may include
the development of flexible and modular blockchain solu-
tions that can adapt to future changes and advancements in
the blockchain.

Moreover, the integration of SSI inherits risks to the cyber
insurance ecosystem, these are elaborated below:

5.1.5 Social engineering andmanipulation

SSI systems rely heavily on user consent and identity con-
trol. However, within the cyber insurance ecosystem, this can
make PHs more susceptible to social engineering attacks or
manipulative practices, where they may unknowingly grant
access to their identity information to malicious actors pre-
tending to be their IC. This can lead to unauthorized access to
sensitive data and misuse of identity information. Nonethe-
less, a contingency plan may include actions for educating
PHs to detect and avoid phishing attacks, fraudulent requests
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for identity information, and unauthorized access attempts
building and promoting the human firewall approach.

5.1.6 Increased risk of identity theft

SSI systems store sensitive data on distributed ledgers, and
the security of these systems becomes critical. If vulnerabil-
ities exist in the SSI infrastructure or malicious actors gain
unauthorized access, it could lead towidespread identity theft
and fraud. Such incidents could result in a surge in fraudu-
lent claims and financial losses for ICs. A contingency plan
may include the utilization of security enclaves, robust access
control mechanisms, as well as encryption of data in rest and
in transit.

5.1.7 System availability

The risk of a single point of failure is an important consider-
ation when implementing SSI systems. Such a system failure
may disrupt and interrupt the availability and functionality of
the system, making it inaccessible to legitimate users. How-
ever, a contingency planmay include actions related to robust
infrastructure design, traffic monitoring, and anomaly detec-
tion.

5.2 Blockchain platforms and SSI implementations
suitable for the cyber insurance ecosystem

Now, we present well-known and open-source block-chain
platforms (i.e., Hyperledger Fabric, Ethereum) and SSI
implementations (uPort, Hyperledger Aries) that could be
used for cyber insurance.

Hyperledger Fabric is an open-source blockchain plat-
form that enables organizations to construct and administer
their own distributed ledger systems. It provides the required
tools and frameworks for constructing blockchain-based
insurance applications with features such as smart contracts,
privacy, and authorized access. The strongest feature of
Hyperledger Fabric is the execution of smart contracts. ICs
can automate policy issuance, claims processing, and pre-
mium calculation processes using smart contracts.Moreover,
Hyperledger Fabric enables the construction of private chan-
nels in which only a select group of participants can access
the shared data. This enables ICs to share sensitive infor-
mation, such as policy details and claims data, with relevant
parties in a securemannerwhilemaintaining data privacy and
confidentiality. Finally, Hyperledger Fabric supports plug-
gable consensus mechanisms, enabling ICs to select themost
appropriate consensus algorithm for their particular require-
ments in cases such as policy revisions, claim settlements,
and other crucial network decisions.

Ethereum is a decentralized, open-source blockchain
infrastructure that allows the creation of smart contracts and
decentralized applications (DApps). On the Ethereum plat-
form, numerous insurance-related DApps have been devel-
oped, offering solutions for areas such as parametric insur-
ance, claims processing, and peer-to-peer insurance. The
most crucial feature of Ethereum that can be utilized for cyber
insurance purposes is its support for smart contracts. Cyber
insurance policies can be implemented on the Ethereum
blockchain as smart contracts. Smart contracts automate pol-
icy issuance, premium calculation, claims processing, and
payout calculations based on predetermined cyber insurance
requirements, reducing documentation and administrative
costs. Moreover, Ethereum can support asset tokenization,
representing a fraction of ownership in the underlying asset.
More particularly, a series of token standards have devel-
oped to support asset tokenization of Ethereum (i.e., ERC-20,
ERC-721, ERC-777, ERC-1155, ERC-4626) [81]. Another
unique concept of Ethereum is gas consumption,which refers
to the quantity of computational work required to execute
a transaction or smart contract. Gas is a fee mechanism to
prevent spam and fairly allocate network resources. Spam-
mers would have to pay substantial gas fees to submit a
high volume of spam transactions. This economic cost ren-
ders spamming economically unviable for most attackers, as
they would be required to incur expenses without obtain-
ing a significant advantage. Finally, oracles enable Ethereum
to integrate with external data sources collecting data from
them and providing it to Ethereum smart contracts. A prime
example of oracles utilization is that oracles can provide data
feeds pertaining to top vulnerabilities, percentages of cyber-
attacks, or other pertinent information, enabling parametric
cyber insurance and claim settlement procedures.

uPort is a platform for DID constructed on the Ethereum
blockchain and developed by ConsenSys. It can enable users
to establish self-governing identities and manage their dig-
ital credentials. ICs can use uPort to validate the identities
of PHs, reducing the risk of identity fraud and building trust
between parties. Moreover, uPort can be used to store and
present cyber insurance documentation. Instead of keeping
cyber insurance paper documents, PHs can retain their cyber
insurance policies in their uPort wallets as digital credentials,
simplifying the proof of coverage, reducing paperwork, and
enhancing efficiency. Also, having all their claims-related
documents (e.g., cyber-attack accident reports) in VCs, PHs
can selectively share these documents with ICs, ensuring pri-
vacy and control over sensitive data. Lastly, the compatibility
of uPort with other decentralized identity systems and plat-
forms can permit the exchange of VCs across networks and
ecosystems, enhancing the integration of ICs with existing
systems and processes.
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Hyperledger Aries is an open-source initiative under the
Hyperledger umbrella of the Linux Foundation. It is a frame-
work for developing solutions for DID and interoperable
identity systems, and it offers a set of tools, libraries, and
reusable components that facilitate the exchange of verifiable
credentials and the creation of SSI applications. Hyperledger
Aries can enable ICs to establish and authenticate the digital
identities of the cyber insurance ecosystem’s stakeholders,
thereby augmenting the integrity and safety of the cyber
insurance process. The VCs can be stored in a PHs’ secure
storage location named Hyperledger Aries wallet. Beyond
the role of VCs in the authentication of digital identities,
the content of VCs can be related to PH’s cyber incidents,
such as cyber incident reports or forensic data. This informa-
tion can be selectively shared with other parties involved
in the claims process through the feature of Hyperledger
Aries named Selective Conflict of interest, thereby securely
facilitating the exchange of claim-related information and
reducing paperwork. Finally, Hyperledger Aries uses secure
messaging protocols and cryptographic mechanisms, since
it is based on Hyperledger Ursa [82], to safeguard the confi-
dentiality and integrity of communications.

5.3 Limitations

Foremost among the limitations of INCHAIN is the absence
of a comprehensive module for identifying cyber insurance
contracts on the web, making it difficult for PHs to locate the
appropriate policy for their needs. Without a simple way to
compare contracts from multiple ICs, PHs either struggle to
comprehend the terms and conditions of each insurance, or
they may overlook critical coverage alternatives that might
protect themagainst cyber attacks. The reason that INCHAIN
does not deliver such a formula is because of the absence of
a crawler to scrap not only the web but also ICs’ websites
to identify their policies and analyze them at the same time.
Thus, in INCHAIN, PHs need to work closely with CIBs to
find the right policy for their needs.

On top of the aforementioned limitation, INCHAIN lacks
a well-defined mechanism for calculating cyber insurance
premiums. This represents a significant impediment for both
ICs seeking to assess risk accurately and potential PHs who
require transparent and reliable pricing information. Effec-
tive risk assessment is a critical challenge for ICs operating
within the INCHAIN ecosystem. However, without a precise
method for calculating the premium, navigating the com-
plex landscape of potential PHs with varying levels of risk
becomes even more challenging. This presents a significant
obstacle to accurately assessing PHs’ risk levels and under-
scores the need for enhanced risk modeling capabilities,
leading to coverage overcharging or undercharging. Thus,
in INCHAIN, ICs struggle to evaluate premium, while PHs
find it challenging to determine which ICs offer the great-

est value. The cyber insurance premium is influenced by
vast parameters including but not limited to the PH’s num-
ber of employees, its base rate, and the accepted downtime.
The reason for the absence of the INCHAIN cyber insur-
ance premium calculation formula reflects the complexity
and constantly changing nature of cybersecurity risks, aswell
as the need for ICs to tailor their coverage and pricing to the
unique needs of each client.

Moreover, INCHAIN, via the use of its candidate tech-
nologies, aims to increase the volume of cybersecurity-
related data (CH1). It is observed that collecting vast amounts
of data does not guarantee meaningful insights for cyber
insurance.Newchallengeswill emerge related to data quality,
relevance, and context. Thus, INCHAIN will not eliminate
this lack of historical data; however, it aims to play an essen-
tial role in creating a fertile surface for application and
collaboration development for gathering accurate cyberse-
curity data that can be used in the future regardless of the
period’s technological state-of-the-art.

It is observed that SSI, due to its characteristics (i.e.,
decentralized data storage, cryptographic security, selective
disclosure, user control, immutable audit trail), enhances the
protection of ICs against data breaches and the loss of sen-
sitive data (CH5). Since it establishes a more secure and
privacy-preserving environment for exchanging and man-
aging gathered sensitive information, reducing the potential
risks associated with traditional centralized data storage and
handling practices. However, the INCHAIN does not protect
the involved PHs from being targeted by fraudulent entities
that aim to steal their sensitive data pretending to be trustwor-
thy ICs. This is a crucial issue directly related to the human
firewall approach. Thus, PHs should create a contingency
plan, including cybersecurity awareness training to learn how
to avoid cybersecurity attacks (e.g., phishing attempts).

Smart Contracts through predefined rules enhance the
elimination of Information Asymmetry (CH7). The
INCHAIN’s effort via the developed functions of Smart Con-
tract has contributed significantly to the misunderstanding of
cyber insurance contracts and the improvement of the under-
writing process. However, INCHAIN has not managed to
disappear human intervention in underwriting. Human criti-
cism and thinking are indispensable mainly to making final
decisions in the underwriting process of cyber insurance.

5.4 Future work

The research results presented in this paper have the poten-
tial to be extended in various ways through future work.
First, the proposed cyber insurance architecture can be fur-
ther analyzed from a functionality and architectural point
of view. Use cases and scenarios showcasing the proposed
architecture’s beneficial aspects can be analyzed in-depth to
emphasize the novelty and its relevance to ICs and PHs.
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Moreover, part of future work is the development of this
ecosystem by integrating well-known and robust implemen-
tations having theHyperledger as themain part of the system.
In particular, it is a high priority to equipINCHAINwith asset
transferring Blockchain application to operate the automated
reimbursement from an IC to a specific PH, utilizing the IPFS
approach [83] to achieve secure data storage and sharing in
a distributed file system, and integrate Aries [84] as an SSI
implementation.Cyber insuranceprofessionals should assess
the implementation against time consumption and resource
depletion.

INCHAIN can also be armed with a formula to calcu-
late the premium of a cyber insurance contract considering
parameters such as the total number of security breaches
and PHs’ reimbursement history. In addition, INCHAIN
can be equipped with a cyber insurance policy ontology
being responsible to find policies of well-known ICs and
analyze them distinguishing their coverage and exclusions.
Finally, INCHAIN Smart Contracts can be enriched with a
new function responsible for performing automated incident
investigation and deciding whether to reimburse an incident.

As cybersecurity attacks become increasingly sophisti-
cated and unpredictable, the demand for cyber insurance
contracts is expected to increase over time. Cyber insurance
offers ameans to transfer risks to a third party.However, there
are challenges that need to be addressed in order for the cyber
insurance market to grow. The research outcomes presented
in this paper serve as a precursor to designing cyber insur-
ance schemes and applications that can effectively address
the challenges of the growing cyber insurance market.

6 Conclusion

This paper introduces a novel cyber insurance architecture,
INCHAIN, which combines existing technologies such as
Blockchain, Smart Contracts, and SSI to address the chal-
lenges of cyber insurance. The proposed architecture is
centered around Blockchain, which serves as a fundamental
building block, providing security, fairness, trust, and inter-
operability among the participating entities. Smart Contracts
automate the critical tasks of claim handling and payment
in the event of a cybersecurity incident. The integration of
SSI enables data minimization, robust identification, data
interoperability, portability, controllability, decentralization,
and transaction transparency, empowering stakeholders to
increase their trustworthiness. The proposed ecosystem suc-
cessfully meets the basic cyber insurance processes and
addresses cyber insurance challenges by leveraging the afore-
mentioned technologies, as demonstrated through testing in
various scenarios.

In a nutshell, this paper presents INCHAIN as a novel
cyber insurance architecture that offers advantages over

existing methods. By conducting a comprehensive survey of
previousworks and comparing themwith our proposed archi-
tecture, we prove its effectiveness and potential to enhance
the cyber insurance industry under a theoretical perspec-
tive. The research outcomes presented in this paper not only
establish a foundation for the development of cyber insur-
ance schemes and applications but also pave the way for
addressing the challenges facing the growing cyber insur-
ance market.
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